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Abstract—Parkinson’s disease (PD), a commonly occurring
neurodegenerative disease, affects millions worldwide. One ap-
proach to detecting PD is observing variations in an individual’s
speech patterns, such as tone, jitter, shimmer, and pitch. In
this demo, we present PidiBuddy, a smartphone-based system
that detects PD based on the user’s voice data. To reduce
privacy concerns and dependency on background infrastructure
and facilitate usage by naive users, PidiBuddy runs end-to-end
on the smartphone. It collects short speech segments, extracts
features, and infers PD (each step happens in situ) using a
Random Forest-based machine learning model. Before deploying
the model on the device, we trained the model offline using a
publicly available speech dataset comprising a set of MFCC (Mel-
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) related speech features. The
initial findings from the system are promising in terms of PD
detection performance, system parameters, and system usability,
all of which we aim to improve further in our ongoing work.

I. INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a brain disorder that leads to
stiffness, shaking, and difficulty with walking, balance, and
coordination [1]. PD symptoms gradually worsen with time
leading to difficulty in walking and talking and overall poor
quality of life. Therefore, detecting PD in its initial stages is
crucial [2].

In the existing literature, manifestations of PD symptoms
in the speech signals have been leveraged widely to design
PD detection systems [3]. This has been primarily motivated
by the following reasons: First, speech-based detection is
non-invasive, cost-effective, and time-efficient as it reduces
frequent visits to the practitioner [1], [4]. Second, the com-
monness of speech disorders in diseased patients has been
reported to be as high as 89% at the prodromal stages, thus
underscoring a common speech pattern among PD patients [2].
Speech or voice quality may become soft or slurred in the
early stages of PD, along with other symptoms like tremors
and slowed movement.

Finally, speech symptoms, such as reduced tongue flexibil-
ity, voice intensity, reduced pitch range, reduction in vocal
tract volume, and weakening of voice quality, vary signif-
icantly between PD patients and normal users, which have
been leveraged by machine learning models for screening PD
in the existing systems [4]. However, one major limitation
of existing systems are that for inferring the PD, they often
rely on backend servers or the cloud; the systems send the
speech segment to these servers, which also raises privacy
concerns [5].

We, in this paper, design and develop PidiBuddy, a
smartphone-based system that performs PD screening from a
short speech segment on the device itself. PidiBuddy collects a
5-second speech sample from the user, extracts a set of speech-
related features, and infers the PD using a Random Forest-
based machine learning model on the device. As a result,
it reduces the dependency on background infrastructure and
privacy concerns. The machine learning model deployed on the
device is trained offline with a large publicly available dataset
for superior performance [2]. The model is then optimized to
make it suitable for smartphone execution.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION

The system consists of four primary components, as shown
in Figure 1 – (a) speech acquisition module, (b) data process-
ing module, (c) feature extracting module, and (d) inference
engine.

Fig. 1: PidiBuddy architecture. The speech signals are acquired using
the in-built smartphone microphone, which we process for feature
extraction. A set of MFCC-related features are extracted and fed to
a Random Forest model for inferring PD (on-device).

Speech Acquisition This module captures the voice from the
user. It records a 5-seconds audio clip and stores the amplitude
values of the speech signal. We sample the speech signal at
16 kHz. We used this sampling rate as recommended in the
earlier works for efficient feature extraction [6].

Data Processing The collected audio signal is passed through
a band-pass filter of 16 kHz to remove the noise artifact,
especially the ambient noise. We decided to use this filter
as earlier works suggested the use of this filter for noise
removal [7].

Feature Extraction We extract a set of MFCC (Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients) features from the speech signal [8].
MFCC feature extraction procedure applies the DFT (Discrete
Fourier Transform) on windowed signal, performs the log of
the magnitude, and then warps the frequencies on a Mel scale,
followed by the IDFT (Inverse DFT) [9]. We perform feature
extraction on-device so that no data should move outside the
phone, thus reducing user privacy concerns.
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Inference Engine We use this set of features as input to
run the inference engine that determines whether the user
is exhibiting PD signs. The inference engine operates on a
Random Forest classifier. Notably, we have tried different
classification models (e.g., kNN, Decision Tree, SVM, and
a Feed-forward Neural Network), but used the Random Forest
model as it performed better than the other models in terms of
accuracy and F-score. We trained the model offline (outside the
device) using a publicly available Parkinson’s Disease dataset
based on speech features [10]. This dataset includes 252
participants (188 PD patients and 64 healthy controls) aged
33 to 87 years. Various speech signal processing algorithms,
including time-frequency features and MFCCs were applied
to find a total of 756 features, which we reduced to 168 using
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm.

A. System Implementation

We implemented PidiBuddy as an Android application.
The in-built microphone of the smartphone records the voice,
which is stored on-device and fed to the data processing
module. Post-data processing, we use the MFCC library for
feature extraction. We compare the accuracy and performance
of multiple machine learning classifiers. The classifiers used
for model evaluation are KNN, Decision Trees, Naive Bayes,
and Neural Networks. We use a random forest model within
the Android app as we get high accuracy for Decision Trees
among all the other Machine learning models.

We provide extracted features to the Random Forest-based
inference engine. However, we obtained the model by training
it offline using the scikit-learn library on the given dataset [10].
The model consists of 100 trees. To avoid overfitting the
model, we have set the max features parameter to 84.

III. EVALUATION

We evaluate PidiBuddy in terms of PD inference perfor-
mance both offline and on-device. We also measure the system
overhead for the latter. We train the model offline on a PC
having a configuration of 11th Gen Intel Core i5-1135G7
with a clock frequency of 2.42 GHz and 16 GB RAM using
the publicly available Parkinson’s Disease dataset based on
speech features. The model is extracted and integrated into
the Android app as a .jar file. We deploy the Android device
having Android version 9.

A. Offline Performance of the Model

We use accuracy and AUCROC as the performance metric
to evaluate the model performance offline. We use AUCROC
also as the metric as the dataset is imbalanced in terms of
the distribution of PD subjects and healthy controls. We note
the values of these metrics as obtained from different models
in Table I. We observe that the Decision Tree-based model
returns the best performance among all the models.

B. On-device Performance of the Model

Motivated by the earlier findings, we deploy the model on
the device and measure the performance of the PD inference.

Model Accuracy (%) AUCROC (%)
Naı̈ve Bayes 75.53 75.0
k-NN 81.35 79.0
MLP 82.41 83.0
Decision Tree 83.73 86.0

TABLE I: Comparison of different PD inference models

However, as the Decision Tree-based model returns the best
performance in offline mode, we deploy the Random Forest
model on the device as a .jar file and measured the inference
performance.

- Predicted not PD Predicted PD
Actual not PD TN = 24 FP = 37

Actual PD FN = 7 TP = 159

TABLE II: Confusion matrix corresponding to the on-device in-
ference using Random Forest model. TP, FP, FN, TN indicate
True Positive, False Positive, False Negative, and True Negative,
respectively.

To evaluate the model performance, we randomly select
a subset of the dataset and run the on-device inference. We
obtained an accuracy of 80.6% and a high TPR (True positive
rate) of 95.8%. We present the confusion matrix related to this
on-device model based on the randomly selected dataset in
Table II. These findings underscore the superior performance
of the on-device model.

C. System Overhead on the Device

We measure different system parameters as PidiBuddy runs
on the device. Specifically, we measure the inference time for
a given set of feature values. We run the inferences 50 times
and note an average inference time is ≈0.1482 milliseconds.
We measure the model size, which is ≈712 KB signifying the
model does not require a lot of space. We measured the CPU
utilization and main memory size to find the model’s efficiency
for on-device execution. The CPU utilization ranges from 1%
to 40%, and the main memory occupation varies from 80 MB
to 190 MB. We also measure the latency while capturing
the speech signal and the feature extraction. We estimate
the average latency to be 627 milliseconds. In summary,
all these system parameters suggest no significant resource
consumption by PidiBuddy system, thus making it suitable
for on-device execution.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEMO

We demonstrate interaction with the PidiBuddy system in
Fig. 2. On the home screen (Fig. 2a), the participant proceeds
and initiates the speech acquisition module (Fig. 2b). The
system records a speech for (5 sec). After recording the speech
(Fig. 2c), we perform processing and feature extraction and the
features are fed to the inference module. In the demonstration,
to detect the positive results, we will replay a recording of
the speech of patients. The inference module outputs the final
result on screen (Fig. 2d), indicating whether the voice clip is
from a Parkinson’s patient.
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(a) Home screen (b) Initiate acquisition

(c) Speech acquisition (d) Inference result

Fig. 2: End-to-end navigation for inferring Parkison’s disease using
the PidiBuddy system

V. CONCLUSION

Parkinson’s disease is a slowly progressive disease. The
average life expectancy of a patient with Parkinson’s Disease
is the same as that of a normal individual. However, it will
differ from patient to patient. In the later stages, Parkinson’s
patients may not respond to medications. In some patients,
it might lead to serious complications such as difficulty in
walking, talking, pneumonia, choking, and overall poor quality
of life. Therefore, the detection of PD in its initial stages is
crucial.

We, in this paper, present a smartphone-based system
PidiBuddy that leverages speech signals for inferring Parkin-
son’s disease. The system records a user’s short (5 sec) audio
clip, extracts a set of MFCC-related features, and feeds the
features to a Random Forest-based model, which classifies the

patient as a PD patient (or not). The complete data processing,
feature extraction, and inference module are performed on
the device to deal with network issues and privacy concerns.
Firstly, we implement machine learning models, such as Naive
Bayes, KNN, MLP, and Decision Trees to check the accuracy
in predicting whether a particular person has Parkinson’s dis-
ease. We find that the accuracy is 75.53 %, 81.35%, 82.41%,
and 83.73%, respectively. Here, the decision tree model gives
the best accuracy compared with other models. In the next
phase, we use a random forest-based model as the decision
tree model yields high accuracy.

We aim to improve the model performance by considering
additional modalities and overall system performance (e.g.,
latency, memory, and CPU utilization) in our future work.
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